Hotel Capolago is pleased to offer an exciting and relaxing golfing holiday.
Hotel Capolago is located in an amazing region, which is nearby Lake Varese and Lake Maggiore,
accompanied by the beautiful landscape of the Italian Alps.
As well as enjoying our picturesque landscapes, you can also enjoy yourself visiting the wonderful local golf
courses.
•

Luvinate Golf Club (Varese Golf Club) – within 10 km. – features 18 holes; par 72. This course captures
mesmerizing views of Lake Maggiore and can be appreciated for its admirable age. The clubhouse is
located in a monastery from the 12th century. Special discounts available.

•

Lakes Golf – within 12 km. – features 18 holes; mostly par 3. This course provides a peaceful
surrounding of century old trees. There are many amenities also available including a restaurant,
coffee bar, and on sight spa with saunas.

•

Bogogno Golf Club – within 40 km – features 18 holes; par 72. The course is spread over rolling hills
with beautiful views of Rosa Mountain, which is covered with snow all summer long.

•

Robinie Golf Club – within 20 km. - features 18 holes, as well as a 9-hole pitch & putt course that is
illuminated after sunset. Jack Nicklaus, American PGA player, created the course in the early 1990’s.

•

Agrate Conturbia Golf Club – within 72 km. – This is course is very unique offering three different 9hole courses, The Chestnuts Course, par 36, The Pines Course, par 36, and the Oaks Course, par 36. In
addition to the variety of golfing available, there is also a swimming pool and tennis course.

Your adventure awaits at Hotel Capalogo in Varese where you can captivate the spectacular landscapes and
blue skies to lose yourself in a fairy tale.
Hotel Capolago assists guests with making golf reservations, transportation to and from courses and any
other needs to make each golfing experience the best that it can be.
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